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As parents, we do everything we can to keep our

children safe. 

And yet, there have been more than 600 incidents of

gunfire on school grounds since 2013. 

Not to mention that thousands of children and teens

are victims of gun violence in the U.S. each year.

It's why we created the SPARK™ Shield. 

But how can you be sure that The SPARK™ Shield will

protect your children? How does performance

testing work? 

"I've been a professional industrial

designer for approaching 22

years. In some ways, this is the

most important project I've ever

worked on."

~Steve Sauer, Bigger Tuna

This guide wil l  take you behind the scenes of

our bal l is t ics test ing to empower you to make

the best choice for your family.  
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https://maps.everytownresearch.org/gunfire-in-school/#ns
https://everytown.org/issues/guns-in-schools/


"I want kids to be able to incorporate the SPARK™

Shield into their day without it always reminding them of

something scary. I want it to make them feel safer in a

pretty scary world."

~Tizzie Nuss, The Spark Project Founder

We Designed the SPARK™ Shield for
Multi functional  Protection

THE DESIGN

BULLET-RESISTANT CORE:
Lightweight enough for

young children to carry

outside of a backpack.

FUNCTIONAL FOLDER POCKET:
Designed to increase the likelihood

that your child will carry the Spark

Shield.

DUAL HANDLES:
If the worst-case scenario

comes true, your child's

hands won't be exposed.
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Consumer armor products like

the Spark Shield are not actually

required to meet any National

Institute of Justice (NIJ)

standard? 

Whether a product meets a

standard or not is up to the

company that makes the shield.

DID YOU KNOW?

THE GOAL
Surpass National  Institute of  Just ice
(NIJ)  Standards for Testing

The types of bullets to fire and

their required velocity

How to hold the product 

How many bullets the product

must stop 

Each NIJ Standard requires testing to

be done at a certified independent

test laboratory and specifies how a

product should be tested, including

(but not limited to):

For our initial tests, our experts

determined that NIJ Standard 0108.01

was the most appropriate for the

SPARK™ Shield because it was

written, in part, for ballistic-resistant

materials that are used to create

portable shields.
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https://nij.ojp.gov/library/publications/ballistic-resistant-protective-materials-nij-standard-010801


TYPE I

TYPE II-A

TYPE II

TYPE III-A

NIJ Standard 0108.01 includes multiple

performance Types (or levels) which test

an armor product against everything

from handgun bullets to rifle bullets. 

These performance Types are named

Type I, Type II-A, Type II, Type III-A, and so

on, with Type I being the lowest type.

To pass the performance test of a higher

Type, the armor must first stop the bullets

required by each of the lower Types. 

Understanding NIJ  Standard 0108.01
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As of August 2020, the SPARK™ Shield has

been tested up to Type III-A. 

Of the bullets specified up to Type III-A, the

most difficult one to stop is the .44

Magnum Lead SWC Gas Checked. 

We tested the SPARK™ Shield against this

bullet as well as the bullets required by

Types I, II-A, and II.



THE TESTS
Ensure that  SPARK™ Shields Go Beyond
Industry Standards

We’re proud of the SPARK™ Shield. From the start, we knew we would put it through

test after test — until it proved its effectiveness well BEYOND normal industry standards. 
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HOW NIJ STANDARD 0108.01 TESTING WORKS

1 SET UP THE SHIELD PANEL "IN AIR"
The shield panel is held by clamps at the

corners with nothing else supporting the

panel. A thin sheet of aluminum is placed

6” behind the panel.

2 ASSEMBLE THE BULLETS
By loading each bullet on site, the

independent lab can ensure the projectile

will strike the armor at the required velocity

(1,350 – 1,450 feet per second)

3 SHOOT 1 SHIELD 5 TIMES
To meet NIJ Standard 0108.01 Type III-A,

only a single shield panel must stop 5

bullets in a specific pattern: 1 on each

corner and 1 in the center.

4 INSPECT THE SHIELD PANEL
After each impact, the aluminum sheet behind

the armor is inspected for either partial or

complete penetration. If light can be seen

through the aluminum (also known as a "witness

panel"), the armor has been completely

penetrated.



THE RESULTS
How the SPARK™ Shield Measures Up

In most cases, the SPARK™ Shield will be held

by the handles, not the corners (like the “in air”

setup of NIJ 0108.01 requires). 

To ensure that the SPARK™ Shield will still stop 5

bullets when held by the handles, we also

simulated someone holding the Spark™ Shield

as intended.

The SPARK™ Shield successfully stopped all

impacts, with handles intact.

To date, we've gone well beyond the

required 1 panel testing. 

We've tested 12+ panels!

We've also tested all bullets required for

the all levels of NIJ Standard 0108.01 up

to, and including, Type III-A. 

The SPARK™ Shield stops handgun bullets.
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SUCCESS IN MULTIPLE SETUPS

ZERO PENETRATION ON ALL TESTS

98% CONFIDENCE LEVEL
After years of testing and analysis, the industry has determined that being 90% confident

that a shield will stop 90% of bullets tested means that the product is very robust. This

equates to stopping at least 22 projectiles out of 22 impacts. 

The SPARK™ Shield has stopped 60+ projectiles out of 60+ impacts, giving it a whopping

98% Confidence Level.



60+ SHOTS. 0 FAILURES.
SPARK™ SHIELDS WORK.

To learn more or purchase a

SPARK™ Shield, visit:

SparkProject.us
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https://www.facebook.com/thespkpjt/?ref=br_rs
https://twitter.com/thespkpjt
https://www.instagram.com/thespkpjt/
https://www.sparkproject.us/

